
About Agility

Agility Spain offers contract, project, fairs & events and oil & gas logistics. 
Four of Agility’s warehouses offer customs clearance and three are customs 
bonded to assist customers with deferral duties and taxes. Agility serves 
industries looking for complex project management and transportation 
support for their most ambitious endeavors. Industries like automotive and 
life sciences depend on Agility for customs knowledge and expertise in 
product launches. 

Spain

Head Office
Agility Spain, S.A. 
Calle Rumanía 7
Centro de Transportes de Coslada 
28821, Coslada
Madrid, Spain

+ 34 91 343 2100

Major Office Locations
• Madrid, Barcelona, Valencia,

Bilbao, Alicante, Irún

Airports Served
• Alicante, Barcelona, Valencia,

Bilbao, Madrid

Ports Served
• Alicante, Barcelona, Valencia,

Bilbao, Algeciras, Vigo

Warehouse Space
• 22,000 sqm

Certifications
• ISO 9001:2015 | ISO 14001:2015 |

ISO 27001:2013
• OHSAS 18001:2007
• AEO
• GDP
• APPCC

Facts Spain

Services

• Air Freight
• Ocean Freight
• Road Freight
• Contract Logistics
• Project Logistics
• Fairs & Events Logistics
• Chemical Logistics
• Customs Clearance
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Customer Examples

Consolidating pharma products creates 30% savings
A global pharmaceutical company based in Germany faces many regulatory 
and logistical challenges distributing products from eight European countries: 
Austria, France, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Spain, Switzerland and the UK. 
Its products require controlled-room temperature and cold chain 
transportation. Complying with EU regulations for Good Distribution Practices 
(GDP) can drive up shipping costs, impact profit margins and complicate an 
already complex distribution process. This company needed a centrally 
controlled system to ship products within 24 to 48 hours. Agility’s Life Sciences 
industry and freight forwarding expertise generated direct and indirect savings 
of up to 30% by creating an LTL road freight solution. Agility dedicated a 24/7 
customer desk with constant GPS tracking, enabling full transparency and GDP 
compliance. 

Managing more than 1,350 global exhibitors at ITMA
The International Exhibition of Textile Machinery (ITMA) is the industry’s largest 
and most prestigious event, held every four years. Agility Fairs & Events is the 
official onsite logistics provider and has managed the ITMA Asia exhibitions in 
Singapore and the ITMA global exhibition in Barcelona. Agility’s expertise in 
managing large-scale global events was put to good use in delivering first-class 
solutions to more than 1,350 exhibitors from 45 countries that showcased and 
demonstrated their latest technological products and innovative solutions on 
the massive 200,000 square meter show floor at ITMA. Agility’s strong global 
network and proven reliability were instrumental in bringing together the 
entire contingent of exhibitors and their exhibits. 

Handling massive retail chain’s air and ocean volume, even in emergency 
Agility manages the high-volume, global supply chain of a Spanish 
multinational clothing retailer. We ship to 5,500 stores worldwide from 11 sites 
in four countries, and export to four countries with more than 300 suppliers. 
That amounts to 14,000 tons of air volume and 120,000 cubic meters of ocean 
volume moved in one year! Our consolidation center in Colombo, Sri Lanka 
handles cargo from India and Bangladesh into Argentina and Brazil. Back-to-
back charter transport allows us to maintain an unbroken supply chain even in 
emergencies, like the volcanic ash incident that shut down airspace in Europe. 
Beyond emergencies, we offer deferred transit time service for Spain that cuts 
airfreight costs by 20%. Agility’s technology applications ensure that stores are 
refreshed each week with new styles, no matter what.

+34 91 343 2100
spain@agility.com




